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INTRODUCTION
A survey of foreign technology in flight crucial flight
controls is being conducted for NASA Langley Research Center
as a data base for planning future research and technology
programs. Free world countries were surveyed with primary
emphasis on Western Europe because that is where the
most advanced technology resides. The survey includes major
contemporary systems on operational aircraft, R&D flight
programs, advanced aircraft developments, and major research
and technology programs. The survey was not intended to be
an in-depth treatment of the technology elements, but rather
a study of major trends in systems level technology. The
information was collected from open literature, personal
communications and a tour of several companies, government
organizations and research laboratories in the United
Kingdom, France, and the Federal Republic of Germany. This
report provides the results of the survey.
Some of the material presented was derived from a
briefing to the NASA Administrator by Mr. Kenneth Szalai
from Ames Research Center, Dryden Flight Research Facility,
on the technology tour of Europe that Mr. Szalai and the Dr.
Rediess conducted in 1983, and is used with the permission
of Mr. Szalai.
This survey was conducted under contract NASI-17403 and
the Technical Representative of the Contracting Officer was
Mr. Cary Spitzer, NASA Langley Research Center. The
material presented herein solely represents the findings and
opinions of the authors and is not to be construed as being
endorsed by the US Government or representatives of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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I FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS EVOLUTION
Flight controls technologyhas undergonetremendous
i evolutionover the past three decades. Figure 1 illustratesmany of the key milestonesin the evolutionas represented
by major R&D systems and operationalsystems. The term
"non-flightcritical fly-by-wire"refers to systems that are
I by or optical signals but loss of thosecommanded electric
signals is not likely to cause the aircraft to crash.
Typically,there is also a mechanical/hydraulicpath for
I primary control or as a backup system. Flight critical fly-by-wire means that loss of that systemwill unequivocallycausethe aircraft to crash.
I Although the chart emphasizesUS aircraft,several key
developmentsin Europe are includedand those of current
I interestare discussedsubsequently. The Concordehad a veryprofound effect on European flight controls technologyin
two ways. It representedthe first, and as yet only, high
authoritySAS/CAS in commercialtransportsand provided a
I very importantexperiencebase for the UK and Frenchtechnologistsand managers. That has helped influencean
early commitmentto fly-by-wireby Airbus Industries.
I Secondly,it acceleratedthe developmentof the technologyin France bec us the French engineersgained valuable
experienceworking directlywith the Marconi engineerson
i the Concordesystem. There is now a solid base of DFBWechn logyin Europe and wide pread comm tmentt DFBW for
military aircraft and, in some cases, commercialtransports.
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II U.S. AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
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I F-15 AND F-16
i Two operational U.S. Air Force fighters shown in
Figure 2 are the F-15 Eagle built by McDonnell Douglas and
i General Dynamics' F-16 Fighting Falcon. The productionmodel F-15s contain a mechanical primary flight control
system with a high authority analog command augmentation
system. Flight tests are being conducted on an advanced
i digital flight control system using four digital
microprocessors. The system is designed to couple the
engines, fire control and navigation systems to provide
i significant performance improvements without expensivecha ges to the airplane structur or engines. F atur s of
the R&D system are discussed elsewhere in the report.
I The first flight of the F-16 was conducted in 1974.
The flight control system is quadruplex analog fly-by-wire
(FBW) with no mechanical back-up and features relaxed static
i stability and envelope limiting (Ref. i). A four channeldigital FBW system has been flight tested and while no
official commitment has been made, it is expected that a
I decision will be made to implement the DFBW system in F-16C/D models.
i Operational AircraftUS Military
I • USAF (McDonnell Douglas)F-15
• First flight 1972
i • Mechanical/hydraulicprimary flight control
• High authority analog CAS
I (production), digital CAS
in flight test!
• USAF (General Dynamics)
I F-16 • First flight 1974
• Quad analogFBW,no
mechanical back-up,
I (quad DFBW flight tested)
• Relaxed static stability,
i envelope limiting
• Expect F-16 C/D model
to convert to DFBW
I FIGURE 2
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F-18 AND F-20 AIRCRAFT
I
As shown in Figure 3, two newer military aircraft are
the Navy's F-18 Hornet, first flight tested in 1978 and the i
U.S. Air Force F-20 Tigershark, tested in August 1982. The I
F-18, built by McDonnell Douglas/Northrop, includes a quad-
plex digital command augmentation system with a quadruplex
analog back-up in roll and yaw control and mechanical back- •
up on the pitch and roll stabilators. m
The F-20, ready for production, was designed by •
Northrop with the objectives of minimum complexity/cost,
low probability of mission abort, and commonality with the
F-5A and F-SE vehicles. To accomplishthis, the flight •
control system is an active mechanical system with dual |
digital control augmentation. This configuration satisfies
the objectives and provides fly-by-wire type of performance, i
i
I
OperationalAircraft
US Military i
= US Navy/Marines (McDonnell- nF-18
Douglas/Northrop)
• First flight 1978 I
• Quad digital CAS, quad
analog back-up in roll & yaw n
control, mechanical back-up
on pitch & roll stabilators n
F-20
• USAF (Northrop) I
• First flight August 1982
i• Active mechanical FCS with I
,_,_,_,dual digital control augmentation
FIGURE 3 I
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I F-18 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
I The F-18 flight control system is a digitallymechanized quadruplex control-by-wire system providing
stability, control and autopilot functions, and interfaces
i with many of the highly integrated avionic systems through aMIL-STD-1553 multiplex data bus. A functional diagram of
the flight control system is shown in Figure 4 (Reference
2). The primary control law computations are performed by
I operating parallel. Inputs from
four digital computers in
the cockpit controls and analog motion sensors are used to
compute commands for the redundant electrohydraulic
I servoactuators. Redundancy provides "two-fail-operate"primary control capability. As shown in the diagram,
mechanical back-up is provided to the stabilator surfaces
I for roll and pitch control. Open loop analog roll and yawc nt ol b ck-up is provided through the ai eron and rudder
surfaces.
!
|
F-18 SYSTEMS INTEGRATION I
The flight control system digitally interfaceswith |
many of the avionic systems using MIL-STD-1553multiplex
data bus as shown in Figure 5. The use of the multiplex
bus has substantiallyreduced the wires required for system n
integrationand has enhanced the aircraft safety by |
facilitatingthe inclusionof special displays--theflight
control system failure matrix and the spin recovery display. |
Although originallyincorporatedfor the flight test n
development,both are currently in the productionmodels as
a result of test pilot recommendations. If a control system •
caution is declared,the failurematrix display can be I
called upon to provide status informationon the major
system components. The spin recovery display was designed
to operate in conjunctionwith the spin mode control laws to |
provide the pilot with recovery informationfrom a spin or
an out-of-controlmaneuver. I
F-20 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
The design objectives for the F-20 flight control
systems included requirements for minimizing system cost and
complexity, assuring a high level of reliability, and
incorporating commonality to the F-SA & E systems to
maximize use of parts. The resultant design was an active
mechanical system with dual digital control augmentation as
outlined in Figure 6. This hybrid approach provides the
advantages of digital fly-by-wire with the established
safety of mechanical systems. Digital implementation
facilitates adaptation to aircraft growth and in-flight
system test/fault isolation. (Ref. 3)
F-20 Flight Control System
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B-767/757 AND MD-80
i
Three operational U.S. transports which utilize the most
advanced flight control technology used in the U.S. are the •
Boeing B-767/757 and the McDonnell-Douglas MD-80, shown in |
Figure 7. The B-767 and 757, first flight tested in 1981
and 1982 respectively, use a blend of hydromechanical and m
analog/digital
systems for primary and secondary flight I
control to enhance flying qualities and improve performance.
The system includes a digital autopilot and analog fly-by-
wire spoilers. I
First flight tested in 1981, the MD-80 contains
mechanical primary controls and a digital flight guidance []
system (DFGS) designed by Sperry Flight Systems. The DFGS |
uses dual digital computersto integrateseveral automatic
functions including automatic landing, i
Operational Aircraft |US Commercial Transports
!
B767/757
• Boeing i
• First flights B767 -- 1981
B757-- 1982 i
• Mechanical primary controls, []
analog FBW spoilers, i
digital autopilot
MD-80 I
• McDonnell-Douglas i
• First flight 1981
• Mechanical primary controls, i
digital flight guidance system
!
FIGURE 7 I
' I
I B-767/757FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
I
The B-767/757primary flight control system is
comprisedof elevators,ailerons, spoilers,rudder and
I stabilizer with the high lift leading/trailingedgealong
slats/flaps. The automaticflight control system (shownin
Figure 8, Ref. 4), includes triplex digital flight control
I computersprovidingautopilotand flight directionfunction ; dual analog control system electron cunits
(CSEU); a single digital thrust managementcomputerfor
I autothrottlefunctions; and, a maintenancecontrol anddisplay panel. The CSEU is a groupingof dispa chcritical
flight control electronicmodules powered by dual switchable
i power supplies. The CSEU modules provide the followingfail-operationalfunctions: yaw damping and turn
coordination;mach/speedtrim; automaticstabilizertrim;
rudder ratio change; elevatorasymmetrycontrol (757 only);
I and fly-by-wirespoiler/speedbrake control.
I
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MD-80 FLIGHT GUIDANCE SYSTEM I
m
The MD-80 transport utilizes a dual digital flight N
guidance system (DFGS) outlined in Figure 9. The heart of
the system is the digital computers which serve to integrate m
the various sensor inputs, pilot control panels, electronic i
aids, and the control functions (Ref. 5). The DFGS includes u
the following functions:
- Autopilot with CAT IIIa Autoland i
- Flight Director
- Autothrottle (Full Flight Regime) •
- Thrust Rating N
- Speed Command (Take-off and Go-around
References)
Automatic Reserve Thrust i
- Yaw Damper
- Mach Trim
FIGURE 9 I
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SHUTTLE
The first flight of NASA's Space Shuttlevehicle was
conducted in 1979 and the first operationalflight in April
1981. The Shuttle shown in Figure i0, uses a quadruplex
digital fly-by-wireflight control systemwith no mechanical
reversioncapability. A fifth digital computerwith
independentlyderived software serves as a back-up to
protect against generic softwareerrors. The following
pages briefly outline the flight control system and redundancy
managementapproach. For more complete informationsee
reference6.
Operational"Aircraft"
Space Shuttle • NASA
• Firstflight 1979
• Quadruplex DFBW,
independent digital back-up,
no mechanical reversion
• First and only manned pure
I DFBW operational "aircraft"
I
FIGURE I0
I
I
i
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SHUTTLE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM m
Figure ii provides a general outline of the Shuttle I
digital fly-by-wire flight control system (FCS)
configuration. The control paths are primarily quadruplex m
redundant with computers as the heart of the system. A |
fifth identical computer with independently derived software
serves as a back-up system in the event of a generic
software error. Any computer has the capability to []
command/listen to any vehicle subsystem and each assumes it m
controls the total vehicle. A general FCS configuration is
shown in the figure because the effective FCS elements and •
functions vary with particular mission phases• For example,
during the ascent or boost phase, the primary FCS function
is to maintain attitude control and stabilization and •
provide elevon load alleviation as well as structural load |
alleviation of the mated vehicle. In this phase sensor data
is provided by the solid rocket booster and orbiter gyro m
assemblies and accelerometers. The air data system is not |
effective nor are the orbiter maneuvering/reaction control
systems which are primarily on-orbit control elements.
There are seven aerosurface control effectors - dual []
in/outboard elevons, dual rudder/speed brake, and a body
flap. These as well as the aft reaction control system
effectors are used during the entry/landing phase. []|
Seernl& Damping "ISubsystem I
IPositionRate Gyro Aerosurface Xducers
I" - Assembly Computers ServoAmplitiers I
ActuatOCS
... AccelerometerAssembly
AscentTVC Ascen!
I ,, Display Display Drivers TVC " "1
_-t Air Data O.ver Electronic Actuators
Transducer ill, J Untt Unit [
Assembly pJ OMSDrivers OMSTVC - -'1
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I Manual Controls Dedicated CRTs Je! All I
SBTC RHC II I Displays Drivers RCS
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I SHUTTLE REDUNDANCYAPPROACH
I The redundancy management process involves _ of a
"good" signal, identification of failures, reconfiguration
of faulty units by removing them from the redundant set, and
I communication the Provisions areby alerting crew.included for the crew to enable, inhibit or overridea RM
action and for automatic reconfigurationand/or selectionof
I redundant subsystems. Figure 12 outlines the redundancyapproach. The quadruplex computers are synchronized so that
all are operating on the same input data. The selection
I ilter picks the mid-value of three of the four sensor inputs gnals. If only two unfailed signals ar available,it
takes the average value and if only one, that "good" signal
I s used. The fault detection unit uses comparison logic todetect, identify, and latch failures. (BITE tests are used
if there are insufficient "good" signals to compare.) On
the output side, each computer "listens" to all commands and
I ceases its output if two or more miscompare. The commandsare forced summed in the secondary actuators (four pistons)
with failures detected and latched in the servoamplifier
I lectronics. The actuation system is designed to provideprotect onagainst transientsand computer
multiplexer/demultiplexer failures.
I Shuttle Redundancy Approach
I
I Acceler
Assembly J,
,
["- _'d u-_'an--_yM"_na_'me'_ "--] ]
H 1I ,, _ Selecti°n _ Detection I
• _ Filter I i APritnu;t:r II I_ux'°e_u' ' ' L?____ j ,I
Control I
I " Laws ! SecondaryActuator IL !
, ,,
II l'_ux,Oemux_ _ Servoamp]
I FIGURE 12
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ADVANCED FLIGHT CONTROLS FOR BUSINESS/COMMUTER AIRCRAFT i
Sperry Flight Systems has developed a fail-operational i
digital automatic flight control system (DAFCS) which has
been selected for installation on the de Havilland Dash-8
and Aerospatiale ATR-42 commuter aircraft (Ref. 7). The i
system architecture, depicted in Figure 13 and designated
the DFZ-800, uses digital technology and interfaces the
flight controls, sensors and displays with a bi-directional •
time multiplexed communications bus. In addition to the I
bus, the primary system elements are the dual flight
computers, guidance control panel, CRT advisory display and I
actuators. Automatic flight control modes consist of basic •
autopilot, yaw damper, and Mach trim and by applying fail-
operational computation for these functions, the system
provides safe operationin all flight regimes, i
w
I
+i II
I
1 I
FZ-800 I
FZ-800 FLfGHT
FLIGHT COMPUTERCOMPUTER
r------t i
._! ELEV ITRIM
L.. _ _ _ -I
FIGURE 13 i
!
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i CH-53 E HELICOPTER
i The Sikorsky CH-53E was the first digital automatic
flight control system (AFCS) in a production helicopter.
Experimental versions of the vehicle contained analog
n circuitry but reliability, maintenance, and development/
mission flexibility considerations favored a digital
implementation which was first flight tested in 1977. While
I the CH-53E has mechanical primary control, the dual digitalAFCS includes th following systems and featur s: stab lity
augmentation; hover augmentation; a pitch bias actuator
i system giving the pilot positive longitudinal static stickstability; and a force augmentation system providing
longitudinal cyclic stick forces proportional to the
i maneuvering load factor at speeds above 60 knots. Althoughthe dual digital system is not strictly a flight critical
system, it is vital to effective helicopter operations
because the unaugmented system is difficult to fly under
I certain conditions. The autopilot portion of the AFCScontrols the long term flight path of the vehicle and
satisfies requirements for maintaining pressure altitude,
i control position (stick trim), attitude heading and airspeed. A new version of the vehicle (MH-53E), shown n
Figure 14, is currently under test to serve the Navy's
i airborne mine countermeasure mission. It has a compositetail rotor, sponsons for additional fuel and other special
equipment to satisfy mission requirements.
!
n MH-53E
i • US Navy/Marines
• First flight 1977 (E-model)
I • Dual digital AFCS,
i mechanical primary control
!
i FIGURE 14
I
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AH-64A HELICOPTER I
m
Pictured in Figure 15, the Army's Advanced Attack i
Helicopter (AH-64A) is currently in production at Hughes
with delivery scheduled to start in February 1984. While i
utilizing mechanical primary control, the flight control B
system features several pilot aids to reduce pilot work-
load. These include three-axis short period stability
augmentation (SAS), three-axis maneuvering stability command i
augmentation (CAS), two-axis long-period attitude hold, l
artificial feel in the longitudinal axis, turn coordination,
flap control and a four axis fly-by-wire back-up control •
system built by Sperry Flight Systems. While unusual for a m
helicopter, the AH-64A has full-span flaps in small fixed
wings attached to the fuselage. The stub wings are needed •
for mounting external stores but carry the disadvantage of |
generating lift and, thus, absorbing part of the energy that
could be (and during autorotation needs to be) stored in the
main rotor. To circumvent this, the flaps automatically H
deflect upwards during autorotation acting like spoilers to i
destroy lift and deflect downwards like conventional flaps
during maneuvering operations to unload the main rotor and i
avoid over-stressing it. |
AH-64A I
!
• US Army (Hughes)
I
• In production (delivery i
early 1984) |
• Mechanical primary control,
three axis CAS/SAS, four |
axis FBW back-up control
I
!
FIGURE 15 i
!
YC-14 STOL
The YC-14 prototype aircraft shown in Figure 16, was
built by Boeing for the USAF and first flight tested in
1976. It featured dual engines, full fly-by-wire USB flaps
for powered lift by the coanda effect (i.e., engine efflux
passing over the USB flaps), a digital flight control
systems designed by Marconi, and an optical data link. The
YC-14 has a major significance in flight controls technology
because of the early application of an optical data link.
As is described elsewhere in the report, Japan is developing
a commercial STOL based on some of the technology applied to
the YC-14. Therefore, some of the YC-14 system
configurations are outlined here.
Figure 17, on the next page, outlines various YC-14
system configurations (Ref. 8). The upper left block of the
figure delineates those control surfaces commanded by the
digital flight control system (DFCS) which is designed to
provide good handling qualities under short take-off and
landing (STOL) operations when much of the lift is generated
by the coanda effect. Except for the USB flaps which are
full fly-by-wire, all control surfaces can be mechanically
operated to facilitate conventional flight and landing in
the event of DFCS failure.
ExperimentalSTOL
YC-14
• USAF (Boeing)
• Prototype Aircraft
I • First flight 1976
i • Triplex DFCS
- USB flap full FBW
I - Mechanical back-up all surfacesexcept USB flap
I • Fiber optics interlanecommunications
I FIGURE 16
I 18
I
I
The diagram in the upper right depicts the triplex
sensor data consolidationprocess. Each sensor output is
coupled to the other channels so that each computer has data i
from each of the sensors. Identicalalgorithmsin each
computer consolidatethe data enablingequalizationand
fault detection/isolationof the inputs. The computersare i
synchronizedto avoid sampling time differencesand to l
assure all computersare receiving identicaldata inputs.
Optical couplingwas selectedto maintain inter-channel mm
integrity. This communicationmedium eliminates m
electromagneticinterferenceeffects, electricalgrounding m
loop problems, and the potentialpropagationof electrical
malfunctionsbetween channels, i
mm
The heart of the flight control system is the triplex
digital computersand associatedinterfaceunits. The i
system provides three axis autostabilizationincluding m
control wheel steering operatingin conjunctionwith the
pitch and roll attitudeloops and STOL speed hold which •
controls both the throttle and USB flap positions. The i
aircraft has excellentengine-outperformance. The flight
control system automaticallycompensatesfor an engine
failure by retrimmingthe wing flaps to improve lift/drag i
ratio. Even without this automatic retrim, the system m
allows normal landing followingan engine failure. !
_ '.'_,_'2') I _'_..°.,. ',,': i
°-°--, ,-o m
Control Our/aces Sensor Data Consolidation
/ Test/Foil I _ £1eCt '"7
l
?_ _ I ! ,,.°-TI •
( i° -, -n
,_ 01_I_ Dlta ]i An_og Oaim-
FllcJht Control
FIGURE 17 m
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ADVANCED DIGITAL OPTICAL CONTROL SYSTEM (ADOCS)
AS a logical progression of digital fly-by-wire
technology, the US Army Applied Technology Laboratory, Ft.
Eustis, Virginia, has undertaken the engineering development
of a digital fly-by-light (FBL) flight control
system for helicopter applications. The FBL provides a
medium to enhance survivability of aircraft under
battlefield environments and thus improve mission
capability. In addition, the use of passive optical systems
impervious to electrical interference, could negate the
requirement for back-up controls with attendant savings in
weight/cost and increase in systems reliability.
The initial phase (1980-1982) of the ADOCS technology
program was devoted to the development of optical control
system components and conceptual system designs. The second
phase (1982-1986) involves a flight demonstration of a
redundant ADOCS system using a UH-60A helicopter. (See
Figure 18) The initial flight test is scheduled for late
1984.
R & D Flight Programs
ADOCS
• US Army (Boeing Vertol)
• Demonstration using LIH-60
/
i • First flight 1984
i • Dual triplex DFBL
• Mechanical reversion
I
• Optical signaling
I
FIGURE 18
I
I 20
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ADOCS FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
n
A simplified block diagram of the ADOCS flight n
control configuration is shown in Figure 19. The
architectureuses separatedprimary (PFCS)and automatic m
flight control systems (AFCS). The PFCS provides the flight iB
safety reliabilityand consists of the pilot/copilot
controllers,dual digital processorsand control actuators i
connectedby optical fibers. Each of the triplex channels
is able to detect its own failure through in-line (self)
monitoringproducing a dual fail-operationallevel of in
redundancy. This configurationeliminatescomputer i
interactionsand decision-makingsoftware;and, in contrast
with quadruplexsystems using interchannelvoting for n
failure detection,also eliminatesfailure propagation i
between channels. The AFCS provides stability/control
augmentationand automaticmode selection. It consists of a
single microprocessorin each PFCS complex,which is cross- i
channel comparisonmonitored for fail-operational,fail-safe
redundancy. The dual integratedcontrol actuators include
an electronicmodule which convertsoptical commands from •
the processor into electricalsignals to control a
conventionaltandem servo valve. The actuatorsoperate from
a dual hydraulicsupply containinga stand-by back-up, i
Reference9 defines some of the reliabilityand maintain- m
ability issues involved in ADOCS.
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MILITARY ADVANCED ROTORCRAFT DEVELOPMENTS
The U.S. military has two major programs defined for
advanced rotorcraft development - the JVX and LHX (see
Figure 20). The JVX is a joint services development to
provide a high performance multi-mission vertical lift
aircraft. Built by a team of Bell Helicopter Textron (BHT)
and Boeing Vertol, the vehicle is based on Bell's XV-15 tilt
rotor and is scheduled for initial flight in 1987. The
flight control system involving Honeywell will use digital
fly-by-light technology based on ADOCS concepts and contain
no mechanical back-up mode. Civil applications of the JVX
design have been initiated. BHT has a preliminary design
featuring a forward canard which increases efficiency by
allowing lower gross weight.
The Army LHX program is focused on developing a
standardized family of light helicopters to replace many of
the scout, attack, and utility vehicles currently in
service. While the program is still in the definition
stage, the figure indicates some of the replacement
considerations. Replacements would be made starting in the
early 1990s and continuing beyond the year 2000. The family
of helicopters would comprise common components such as
engines, rotors, drive trains, and core avionics in
different airframe packages.
JVX
• US joint services (Bell/
Boeing Vertol)
• Advanced multimission
vertical lift vehicle
I • First flight 1987
• DFBL (Honeywell) based
on ADOCS concepts,
no mechancial back-up
LHX
I o...c ! • US Army
0.4. • Light, high performance,
..-,_ standardized helicopter
A.._s_c.s_ ,. _.x.SCAT------* • First flight 1989AH-tS(MOO) • CS to be based on
•.-,s ADOCS (triplex DFBL)
i UH-1M with some augmentationu,.,, _ _,x.uH_ • Single pilot operation desiredUH-1H
FIGURE 20
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LHX PLANS I
The Army intends to rely heavily on the ADOCS H
technology currently being developed/evaluated and, thus,
the LHX flight control system will likely be a multi-
redundant digital fly-by-wire/light with some augmentation. H
Some of the contractor proposed vehicle concepts are shown
in Figure 21. A formal definition phase of LHX will lead to
a competitive development phase in 1987, first flights in i
1989, and initial deliveries in about 1993. In conjunction
with this effort, an advanced rotorcraft technology
integration (ARTI) program will be conducted over a three •
year period beginning in 1984 to provide data on the H
feasibility of a single-pilot configuration which is desired
for LHX. Because of the relationship between programs, ARTI m
has been divided into two phases to accommodate critical LHX
decisions. Phase I, to be completed in 1985, will address m
cockpit and architecture concepts to allow preparation of an
LHX system specification for a 1987 development initiation.
The second phase of ARTI will include flight demonstrations
of candidate technologies in LHX surrogate vehicles.
Additional information on this ARTI program follows. H
LHX Vehicle Concepts
!
!
!
n
BoeingVertol -- Integrated Hughes-- TaillessRotor ==
Technology Rotor I
!
!
Sikorsky -- Advancing
Blade Concept Bell -- Tilt Rotor N
FIGURE 21 I
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i ADVANCED ROTORCRAFT INTEGRATION PROGRAM (ARTI)
I Five industry teams have been awarded contracts underthe ARTI program which is aimed at studying technology
applicable to single-piloted operations and which leads to
I the LHX program. Those receiving contracts were: BellHelicopte Textron; Bo ing Vertol; Hughes Helicopter; IBM;
and Sikorsky. Each of the contractors and associated teams
i will conduct investigations of advanced automated cockpitconcepts and the feasib lity of singl pilot op rations.
Shown in Figure 22, is an ADOCS demonstrator and a modified
Sikorsky S-76 helicopter which are representations of the
i vehicles to be used in the ARTI task. Attached to theforward fuselage of the S-76, is a single pilot cockpit
which will incorporate a fly-by-wire system for evaluating
I multiaxis side-arm controllers and various displays.Several manufacturers have already conducted preliminary
tests of multiaxis controller applicability to single pilot
i operations using a Canadian government research helicopter-- a modified variable st bility BELL 205A-I.
!
I Army ADOCS Sikorsky Modified S-76 i
!
!
!
FIGURE 22
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ADVANCED HELICOPTER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (AHIP) i
The U.S. is currently upgrading an advanced scout i
helicopter under the AHIP. Bell Helicopter Textron is
modifying OH-58A vehicles (newly designated Model 406) with
modern, high technology systems to enhance the overall •
effectiveness (Figure 23 shows a test aircraft). Under
subcontract, McDonnell Douglas/Northrop is providing a mast-
mounted sight for acquiring, detecting, identifying, and •
designating targets at standoff ranges which improves |
survivability. An integrated control display system
(Sperry) will provide a flexible man/machine interface
for reduced workload, improved efficiency, and enhanced i
mission effectiveness. The upgraded vehicle includes i
hydraulic boosted flight controls combined with a 3-axis
stability and control augmentation system with heading hold i
for stable, smooth flying qualities. Built-in test features
assure that the pitch and roll channels fail passively; one
yaw channel operates after a single failure, and the yaw •
channels fail passively after a dual failure. m
I
AHIP Program |
• Upgraded OH-58A
Demonstrator Aircraft Scout helicopters i
(Bell/Helicopter Textron)
• Three-axis digital SCAS i
• Integrated cockpit/color
CRT displays i
• Advanced target detector/ •
tracker mast mounted sight i
• Deliveries in 1984 I
FIGURE 23 i
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I F-15 INTEGRATED FLIGHT/FIRE CONTROL
I The USAF Flight Dynamics Lab has sponsored an advanceddevelopment program to design and evaluate an integrated
flight and fire control (IFFC) system to improve weapon
i delivery effectiveness. The overall program comprised twocontractual efforts - IFFC performed by McDonnell an
FIREFLY by General Electric. The IFFC portion provided for
the flight/fire control coupling, flight control system
I systems integration. The FIREFLY
modifications and overall
provided the sensor/tracker data processing and the use of
target data to implement a director fire control system. As
I shown in the overall system block diagram (Figure 24) threeequipments were modified and six a ded to the baseline F-15
aircraft. The control computer (CC) was modified to
I communicate with the new systems using an added MIL-STD-1553A multiplex bus and to interact with the Head Up Display
(HUD). The control augmentation system was modified
i to provide responses for the weapon delivery system and tohandle additional safety features. The heart of the IFFC
system is the coupler interface system (CIO), a digital
computer serving as the main control unit. The ATLIS II is
I an electro-optical imagery tracker with laser rangingcapability. (Ref. i0)
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AFTI/F-16 AND X-29A
Two current R&D flight programs pursuing advanced i
technology development are the AFTI/F-16 and X-29A shown in
Figure 25. The Advanced Fighter Technology Integration, i
AFTI/F-16, program under prime contract to General Dynamics
is a joint USAF/NASA/USN task for developing and flight
validating advanced technologies to improve fighter combat Ieffectiveness. The program is being acc mplished in two
phases. The first phase (1982-83) addresses core technology
development, primarily a triplex digital fly-by-wire system iwith a dual fail-operate capability; but including decoupled
flight control and integration of avionics, cockpit displays
and flight controls. Phase II (1984-85) will exploit the
core technologies to demonstrate mission performance I
improvements through task automation. Specifically, using
the medium of software, the attack sensors, flight control,
fire control, cockpit systems and weapons interface will be iintegrated into an Automated Maneuvering Attack System.
The X-29A is a joint DARPA, NASA, USAF task under icontract to Grumman. It features a forward swept wing using
a design offering the promise of a new generation of
tactical aircraft that are smaller, lighter, less costly and
more efficient than contemporary fighters. The flight I
controls are configured as a triplex redundant digital fly-
by-wire system with no mechanical reversion, but containing
a triplex analog back-up, i
AFTI/F-16 • USAF/Navy/NASA(GeneralDynamics)
• Firstflight 1982 I
• Triplex selfmonitoredDFBW, analog
back-upbut no mechancial !reversion,sidestickcontroller
•ACT: RSS, direct lift/sideforce, Iflat turn, fuselageaiming
X-29A I
• DARPA/USAF/NASA(Grumman) •
• Firstflight 1984
•Triplex DFBW,analogcomputer i
back-up,no mechanicalreversion
FIGURE 25 I
I AFTI/F-16 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
I The flight control system, Figure 26, is a triplex
digital fly-by-wire configuration and is the prime element
I in achieving the integrated technology goals of the AFTI/F-16 program. T system consists f fli ht control
computers,an actuator interfaceunit, flight control panel
and associatedsensors,pilot controllersand displays. Thedigital omputersoperate synchronous yand include an
independentanalog back-up considerednecessary to protect
against generic softwareerrors and preferred over
mechanical systems requiring the addition of hydromechanicalhardware. To achieve improved aircraftsurvivabilityand
optimum performancefor specifictasks, the control law
design includesmission specific and decoupledcontrol modesprovidingsuch options as flat turn, direct lift and
pointing. (Ref.ii)!
AFTi/F-16 Flight ControlSystem
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AFTI/F-16 FAILURE RECOVERY LOGIC i
i
A major objective of the AFTI program is the provision i
of dual-failoperate capabilityin a triplex system which
requires determiningthe "good" channel when only two remain
and they do not agree. The AFTI system uses both cross- n
channel comparisonand in-line or self monitoringfor fault |
tolerance. (See Figure 27) After a first failure,
determinedby comparisonmonitoring,the system operates on •
the remainingtwo branches. A second "like"failure is also i
detected by comparisonmonitoringand an in-line self test
is indicatedto determinethe remainingsingle "good"
channel. If the self test is inclusiveand sensor failures
are involved, control law reconfigurationis initiated
whereby a synthesizedsensor or zero value is used as
required in this "get-home"mode. If the computersare n
involved,the system reverts to the analog back-up mode. In
the event of a generic software failure as detected by a
"watchdogtimer," the system also reverts to the analog
independentback-up mode. l
AFTl/F-16 Failure Recovery Logic |
I
•' ISymptom Detected By Action
•First Failure •Comparison
Monitors • Flyon Remaining2 Branches i
• Second-LikeFailure • Comparison • Halt -- Go to Self Test
Monitors
- Select Good Branch n
. if self Test Indecisive
VSensor r'X mFailu e L/Recontlgure
V'Computer
Failure [_ Back-Up !
• Generic Software Failure • Watchdog Timer • Fly on Triplex Back-Up
(Fail-Operate) i
FIGURE 27 n
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I X-29A FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
I The X-29A is a control configured vehicle featuring
movable canards and variable camber trailing edge
i flaperons. The flight contro! system outlined in Figure 28employs triplex digital fly-by-wire technology with advanced
redundancy management for evaluating reliability and failure
transient control techniques. The system contains an analog
I back-up to protect against generic software failures, but
no
mechanical reversion capability is included.
I The use of a computerized flight control system permitsthe programming of the variable camber device to alter the
wing shape as a function of changing flight conditions. In
i addition to functioning as an aileron, the device increasesmaneuverability and reduce drag. The comput r z d system
also permits the replacement of the horizontal tail with a
i canard mounted forward of the wing. The computer adjuststhe angle made by the canard and airflow to reduce drag.
The canards also make the vehicle aerodynamically unstable
increasing the agility.
I X-29A Flight ControlSystem
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ADVANCED TACTICAL FIGHTER (ATF) •
The Wright-Patterson Aeronautical Systems Division is •
developing an ATF for the 1990s providing flexibility not
found in unmanned systems and focusing on independence of
critical logistical support. Conceptual design contracts, n
to be completed in the spring of 1984, have been awarded to i
General Dynamics, Grumman, Lockheed, McDonnell Douglas,
Boeing, Northrop, and Rockwell International. Full-scale
development is expected to start in late 1987 with an I
operational date of 1993. The design is expected to include
STOL, stealth, and supersonic capabilities. Fly-by-wire
technology will certainly be a key element in attaining •
maximum aircraft performance by enabling the incorporation
of advanced technology such as integrated fire/flight/
engine/weapons control, and mission adaptive wing and by •
improving flying qualities and aircraft response. Some U
potential configurations are shown in Figure 29.
A separate program for the demonstration of critical i
technology originally established as an experimental
m
prototype program is likely to become part of the ATF
program. This would align and focus the technology on the i
ATF. Another program "STOL and Maneuver Technology l
Demonstrator" aircraft will provide data to the ATF task.
The STOL demonstrator focuses on two-dimensional nozzle •
technology for thrust vectoring/reversing, integrated I
through digital flight controls. Such a capability would
provide high in-flight maneuverability coupled with
flexibility of take-off and landing on short runways. As n
planned, a fighter aircraft will be modified as a testbed l
for flights starting in about 1986.
ATF Concepts n
• Advanced technology fighter
for 1990s n
• STOL, stealth, super-
critical capabilities i
designs underway iConceptual
• Fully integrated controls iIIII
• Full-scale development 1987,
operational 1993 i
FIGURE 29 I
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l OTHER U.S. ACTIVITIES
l During the conduct of the survey, several other
technical programs were identified which directly or
indirectly relate to flight crucial flight control systems.
I These are briefly outlined below.
HiMAT- The highly maneuverable aircraft technology
I program was established as a joint NASA/USAF projectto develop an advanced remotely piloted research vehicle for
in-flight evaluation of several advanced technology concepts
l and test techniques beyond those considered safe for normalpiloted test operations. Among the technologies
incorporated and investigated in the program are digital
i flight controls, close-coupled canard configurations,aeroelastic tailoring, advanced structures/aerodynamics and
integrated propulsion control. In addition, the program has
generated systems and test techniques providing valuable
I test aids and tools for further research and operationalvehicle applications.
l DEEC/HIDEC- The digital electronic engine control isa full authority digital engine control system designed to
improve engine efficiency, performance, and operations. It
includes the capability for providing engine health statusinformation and for detecting/accommodating real-timefailures. The DEEC consists of a single channel controller
with selective redundancy and an integral hydromechanical
I back-up control. The system has been successfully flighttested by NASA using a F-15 testbed aircraft. HIDEC, Highly
Integrated Digital Engine Control, is an extension of DEEC
I coupling in the flight control system.
ACEE/L-1011 - As part of NASA's Aircraft Energy
i Efficiency (ACEE) program, Lockheed developed and flighttested a maneuver load alleviation system that allowed
incorporation of a higher aspect wing without major
structural changes. The L-1011/500 was certified with such
I a system in 1980 and is now in commercial service.
passenger
In 1983, a limited authority pitch active control system
(PACS) was developed and evaluated on a wide-body L-1011
I transport. The test results indicated that the PACS willmai tain good aircraft handling qu lities for relaxed static
stability flight conditions. The implementation of such
I technology necessitates the assurance of appropriate systemarchitecture and reliability to make hazardous failures
extremely improbable.
I MISSION ADAPTIVE WING (MAW) - The AFTI/F-III aircraftwill serve as a testbed for evaluating the MAW. The wing
has no conventional flaps, slats, ailerons, or spoilers but
I changes shape with varying flight conditions by using
l Z2
!
!
variable camber mechanics coupled to a digital flight
control system. Flight tests of the joint NASA/USAF project
are scheduledto start in the summer of 1984 and continue
for two years.
R&M INITIATIVE- The Flight Controls Division of AFWAL •
has started a new controls technologyactivity to improve |
reliabilityand maintainabilityof flight control systems by
two orders of magnitude for the ATF. The program is to n
exploit the inherent
redundancyof ATF by fully utilizing Hthe multiple control surfaces to reconfigureafter failures
and use of expert system technologyfor automatic
maintenance diagnostics. N
IAPSA- The objectiveof the integratedairframe/
propulsioncontrol system architecturesstudy sponsoredby •
NASA is to define and evaluate candidatecontrol systems
architecturesbest suited for a high performanceaircraft of
the 1990s with major airframe/propulsionsystem coupling. •
Two teams were funded for this study: Lockheed - California |
Co., Honeywell and Pratt & Whitney; and, Boeing Military
Airplane Co., and Bendix Flight Systems Division.
DMICS- AFWAL is sponsoringtwo studies to develop
design methods for integratedcontrol systems (DMICS);one a
team of Northrop,Systems Control Technologyand the General
Electric Company; the other of General Dynamics, Pratt &
Whitney, Honeywelland Hamilton Standard. Each team is
conductingthe study to develop a control designmethod for •
functionalintegrationof flight and propulsioncontrols. |
TRANSATMOSPHERICVEHICLE (TAV)- Under USAF n
sponsorship,conceptualstudies are being conductedon a TAV •
for providingquick-reaction,global mission capabilities. n
The aerodynamicallyconfiguredvehicle would be capable of
take off from military airfields (possiblyvertically),
propel itself into suborbitalflight and return to the
atmospherefor conventionalflight operations. Advanced
flight control systems developmentwould be among the key •
technologiesrequired. Continuedstudies and planning m
activitieswill provide the basis for a 1988 decision on
prototypedevelopment. N
!
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i JA-37 AND AIRBUS A-310
i The Swedish JA-37 Viggen fighter aircraft (Figure 30)developed by Saab-Scania first flew in 1974. The aircraft
design features a single channel high authority digital
automatic flight system (DAFCS) provided by Honeywell and a
i mechanical primary FCS. Functions the
provided by DAFCS
include a control augmentation system, attitude hold (pitch,
roll, heading and control stick steering), altitude hold and
i automatic airspeed control. The aircraft contains threeprimary control surfaces (right/left elevon and rudder)
which are controlled by the pilot via the mechanical PFCS,
i by the DAFCS via secondary series servo and via automatic ormanual parallel and series trim actuators.
i The Airbus A-310 transport, currently in production,was first flight tested in 1982, and features a mechanical
primary flight control system, DFBW spoilers and a digital
automatic flight control system. The spoiler system is dual
i channel fail safe with identical active and monitor channelsand uses dissimilar hardware (processors) and software.
(Ref. 12)
n JA-37
• Swedish (SAAB-Scania)
I • First flight 1974
• Single channel full authority
i digital automatic FCS,
mechanical reversion
!
I Airbus A310
• Multinational (Fr, FRG,
Spain, UK)
i • First flight 1982
• Mech primary controls, DFBW
U spoilers, digital autopilot
I
FIGURE 30
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AIRBUS A-320
m
Airbus Industries (AI) is in the detailed design stage i
in the development of a 150 seat, short/medium range A-320
transport (Figure 31) featuring a quadruplex DFBW flight n
control system (FCS). Mechanical control rudder and
backup pitch trim are retained to permit safe landing in the
event of power loss. Tests in the Airbus A-300 flight test n
aircraft have verified that it is possible to land in this B
configuration. The system design includes dissimilar
redundancy in both hardware and software of the same general i
type used in the A-310 spoilers. The A-320 will also •
incorporate relaxed static stability to at least the neutral
u
point and possibly negative static stability.
A flight test program is underway using the A-300 test U
bed aircraft to evaluate the use of RSS and a side stick
controller on the A-320. The evaluations will determine the •
engineering, operational and certification issues of such m
systems on civil aircraft. The engines will incorporate
full authority digital engine control integrated with the •
flight management system. i
Operational Aircraft
Under Development i
I
• Multinational (Fr, FRG, nAirbus A320 Spain, UK) i
• Detailed design in progress n
• First flight 1986
• Quad DFBW --dissimilar i
redundancy hardware
w
and software i
• Mech backup on rudder
and pitch trim II
• ACT: relaxed static stability
n
• Side stick controller i
FIGURE 31 i
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I A-320 DFBW SYSTEM
A more detailed description of the A-320 DFBW system
i design features is shown in Figure 32. All primary flightcontrol surfaces (elevators, horizontal stabilizer, ailerons
and roll spoilers) are quadraplex digital fly-by-wire using
dissimilar redundancy in both hardware and software. The
I mechanical and the tailplane trim has a
rudder control is
mechanical back-up to provide emergency landing capability.
The secondary controls (slats, trim, speed brakes and lift
I dumpers) are commandedelectrically.
I
II A320 DFBW System
I Mechanical control:
Electrical signaling - rudder
Fly.by-wire: • slats • tailplane trim
I elevators • trim(yaw,pitch and (alternative control)roll)
I
- horizontalstabilizer • speedbrakes/lift dumpers
• ailerons Rudder
I • roll spoilers Hydraulic actuation of all surfaces
.=ron Elevator
i Slats )S
I Trimming taiiplane
_eedbrakes
spoilers/lift dumpers
I _ spoilers
I
I
I FIGURE 32
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AIRBUS INDUSTRIES FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM EVOLUTION l
Airbus Industries' (AI) planned development of a l
transport family is illustrated in Figure 33. Based on a |
continued, vigorous research and development program,
including full scale experimental testing, advanced i
technologies are incrementally introduced in aircraft i
designs providing practical, evolutionary changes rather
than revolutionary• The next transport is the 150 seat A-
320 described previously. A series of wide-body aircraft is i
in the preliminary design stage: a two engine short/medium 1
range TA-9; a four engine long range TA-II; and, a two
engine medium/long range TA-12. The first two of these, TA- l
9 and TA-II are expected to incorporate full authority U
digital fly-by-wire system on all surfaces, extensive use of
active controls, and reduced energy systems. I
Airbus Industries
FCS Evolution l
I"tF"gh' "O"!"O' J"08310.",00'  1'0"110  110', 00 I
Con,,ou,ngO OProgrom!
I ._ A320 I
• Mechanical I ,L,____
PFCS I
• DFBW spoilers II I
• Digital AFCS \_t
• Quad DFBW \
• Dissimilar \ / __ TA12
redundancy _ " 1
hardware &
software • Full DFBW
• Mechanical
back-up in • Extensive
rudder & active controls •
pitch trim • Reduced I• Side stick energy
control systems
• RSS I
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TORNADO AND MIRAGE
Figure 34 illustrates basic characteristics of the
multinational Tornado and French Mirage 2000/4000 aircraft
currently in production. The Tornado, a joint OK, FRG, and
Italian project, underwent its first flight in 1976. The
flight control system includes both analog and digital
computing. The primary flight control function is performed
by a command/stability augmentation system (CSAS) which is a
triplex analog FBW maneuver demand system (Ref. 8). While no
mechanical reversion is provided for the rudder and spoilers,
it is retained for the ailerons for safe return upon loss of
CSAS computing. A dual digital autopilot/flight director
(AFDS) integrated with the CSAS provides outer loop control.
The AFDS uses cross-comparison techniques for failure
detection and a signal consolidation scheme to provide
triplex commands to the CSAS. It also provides a fail
operational flight director capability to enable the pilot
to monitor the autopilot performance and fly the aircraft
manually if the autopilot malfunctions.
The first flights of the Dassault-Brequet Mirage 2000
and 4000 were conducted in 1978 and 1979 respectively. With
no mechanical reversion capability, both include a flight
critical analog FBW flight control system with digital
autopilot. The 2000N version is nuclear hardened fitted
with terrain-following radar. The Mirage 4000 features
relaxed static stability and automatic variable camber to
optimize performance.
Tornado
• Multinational (UK, FRG, Italy)
• First flight 1976
• Analog CSAS, dual digital autopilot,
mechanical reversion
I Mirage 2000/4000
j • French (Dassault-Breguet)
• First flight 1978, 1979
I • Analog FBW, digital autopilot,
no mechanical reversion
I • Relaxed static stability/auto
variable camber (4000)
J FIGURE 34
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AGUSTA A-129 I
m
The Italian Agusta A-129 helicopter, shown in Figure •
35, was first flight tested in September 1983, and four
I
additional prototypes are expected to provide over 2,000
flight hours prior to production deliveries starting in late
1986. The A-129 Mongoose features a separate non-flight i
critical digital fly-by-wire (DFBW) tail rotor but retains
other mechanical control systems with a dual FBW back-up, i
It contains an integrated multiplex system compatible with m
MIL-STD 1553 data buses which combine communication/naviga-
tion, fly-by-wire and several system monitoring functions. i
It
uses dual computers for overall systems control each of i
which is capable of operating the integrated system alone.
I
OperationalAircraft i
Under Development
I
!
Agusta A-129 I
• Italy
• First flight 1983 i
_ • DFBW tail rotor, digital__. autopilot, mechan cal
rotor controls i
• Multiplex data bus/
integrated avionics/ !
flight control
I
FIGURE 35 I
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JAS-39 AND LAVI
Flight critical DFBW flight control systems designs are
under development for opertional fighter aircraft in both
Sweden and Israel (Figure 36). Saab-Scania of Sweden is
developing the JAS-39 Gripen advanced strike fighter. Lear
Siegler, Inc., will design, develop, and manufacture the
flight control system. Under subcontracts, Moog Aerospace
in cooperation with Saab Combitech will design the primary
flight actuators and Lucas Aerospace will supply the
maneuvering flap control actuation system. The JAS-39 will
be a flight critical triplex DFBW system and, thus, contain
no mechanical backup capability. The fighter scheduled for
first flight in 1987, is being developed for specific
mission needs of Sweden and may not favorably compete for an
international market.
The Israeli Aircraft Industries is developing the Lavi
tactical fighter to replace the A-4 and Kfir C2 aircraft
with first flight scheduled for 1986. The flight controls,
to be designed by Lear Siegler (Moog), will be a digital
fly-by-wire system with relaxed static stability and include
an analog but no mechanical backup system. Advanced digital
avionics systems will be incorporated to operate with
interactive multifunction displays/controls, fire control
integrated with internal and externa! sensors, and enhanced
active/passive self-defensive systems. As planned, much of
the design and systems would be supplied by US companies.
JAS-39
• Swedish (SAAB-Scania)
• First flight 1987
i • Triplex DFBW (Lear Siegler),no mechanical backup
i LAVI
• Israel (IAI)
I u, _'_' _ • "
• First flight 1986
i • Triplex DFBW(Lear Siegler),analog backup, no mechani-
cal reversion
_ • ACT: relaxed static stability
R ,,, , . .....
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SKYSHIP 600 I
In the UK, Marconi Avionics under contract to Airship
Industriesis developinga digital fly-by-light(DFBL) •
flight control system for applicationto the Skyship 600 |
(see Figure 37). High inherent immunityto electromagnetic
inteferenceis achieved by a 1553 optical data bus between
the flight control computer and the actuator drive system I
(ADS)and by providingdedicated electricalpower at the ADS
from a hydraulicallydriven electricgenerator. The ADS
includes a microprocessorto locally handle the failure •
detection and isolation. The actuatorsare duplex electric
incorporatingtwo samariumcobalt DC servomotorsmounted on
a common shaft, each fed by separatepower. Torque is •
suppliedby only one motor - the second is activated after mfailure of the first.
!
Operational Airship |
Under Development
I
|
• UK (Airship Industries, Marconi) •
Skyship 600 III
• First flight 1983 (with DFBL) II
• Digital fly-by-light (DFBL) I
All four tail surfaces
Active/standby with pilot select !
Microprocessor-based IFCS computer
1553 optical data bus I
FIGURE 37 n
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i TAIWAN F-104
i The Aeronautical Research Laboratories of the
Aeronautical Industry Development Center (AIDC) of the
i Republic of China in Taiwan has initiated a program tod velop a modern d gital flight con rol system to upgrade
i00 F-104 aircraft (Figure 38). The system will be a half-
i authority dual digital command augmentation system (CAS) andstability augmentation system (SAS) for pitch, roll, and
yaw. The existing mechanical system and a new direct
electrical command system will provide emergency backup
i capability. The prototype development contract for five
aircraft systems has been awarded to Lear Siegler. The
first flight of the updated aircraft is expected to be in
I early 1987.
m Operational Aircraft
FCS UpgradeI
!
i F-104
• Republic of China-Taiwan (AIDC)
i • FCS under competition
I • First flight 1987
• Dual digital CAS/SAS, mechanical
and direct electrical backups
!
i FIGURE 38
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F-104 CCV AND T-2 CCV I
m
Among foreign R&D flight programs is the German F-104 •
CCV and the Japanese T-2 CCV aircraft shown in Figure 39. i
The purpose of the German demonstration program was to
investigate stability and control characteristics of a
supersonic aircraft (Ref. 13). A single seat F-104G was
modified as a control-configured vehicle (CCV) with a newly
developed full authority quadruplex system while retaining •
the original system as a mechanical back-up. After initial I
flights starting in December 1977 to evaluate the digital
fly-by-wire (DFBW) system, various degrees of destabiliza- i
tion were achieved by adding aft ballast and a canard. The •
highest instability reached in normal flight was up to 22% i
mean aerodynamic chord at an angle of attack of II degrees.
The flight tests were highly successful in demonstrating i
aircraft controllability in a highly unstable configuration. i
Under contract to the Japanese Defense Agency, •
Mitsubishi has built a control-configured vehicle version of
the T-2 advanced trainer for use as a research aircraft.
The T-2 CCV has composite all-flying canards located on the i
inlets ahead of the wing leading edge and a composite I
ventral fin located on the fuselage center line. The flight
control system is triplex digital with mechanical backup.
The first flight was conducted in August 1983 and the n
aircraft is scheduled for a two year experimental flight
test program by the Japanese Air Self Defense Force.
F-104CCV i
• German (MBB)
,,=,
-_ • First flight 1977 i
_" __ "_ • Quad DFBW, full authority,
mechanical reversion i
" RSS
T-2 CCV I
• Japan (Mitsubishi)
• First flight 1983 n
• Triplex DFBW,
mechanical reversion I
• All moving canard/RSS
!
FIGURE 39
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JAGUAR DFBW
The Jaguar program was initiated to demonstrate a safe,
practical, full authority digital fly-by-wire (DFBW) flight
control system. This activity is of interest since it
represents the first pure digital fly-by-wire system with no
dissimilar back-up. The program was initiated in 1977 under
the technical sponsorship of the Royal Aircraft Establish-
ment (RAE) and under contract to British Aerospace. Marconi
Avionics furnished the flight control system. While
more descriptions will follow, basically, the FCS is a full
authority quadruplex DFBW system with optically coupled data
transmission. The initial flight of the aircraft, shown in
Figure 40 was conducted in October 1981.
R&D Flight Programs
Jaguar DFBW
• UK (RAE/BAe, Marconi)
• First flight 1981
• Quad DFBW, no
mechanical reversion
I • Optical interchannel
i data links
I FIGURE 40
I
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JAGUAR DFBW SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
!
The overall system architecture is shown schematically
in Figure 41. (Ref. 14). Quadruplex computers and primary •
sensors were used to satisfy specifications requiring
survival of any two electrical failures in the system and
reliance on majority voting rather than self monitoring •
within each redundant element. Sensors of lower redundancy H
were used for those functions not necessary for safety of
flight. A sextuplex or duo-triplex first stage actuation
scheme was selected to conform with stringent redundancy i
specifications. The two additional actuator channels are
driven by the Actuator Drive and Monitor Computers which
were independentlyvoted versions of the flight control i
computer outputs. Comprehensivebuilt-in-testfeatures
were included to measure the systemfunctional
characteristics. While designed to run synchronously,the •
system has been operated asynchronouslyfor continued i
periods without observable degradation.
Jaguar DFBW i
System Architecture
l
4o !
I
i JAGUAR DFBW - COMPUTINGAND MONITORINGARCHITECTURE
The basic system computingand monitoringarchitecture
illustratesa simplifiedI is presented in Figure 42 whichprimary control path. (Ref. 15) Quadruplexprimary sensors,
those necessaryfor flight safety,are interfacedwith four
I identicalflight control computers (FCC)which process theseas well s ess critica sensor signals into command for
I ontrol of the actuators. Cross channel data transmission
is achieved by opticallycoupled serial data links. This
scheme enables each computer to carry out bit for bit
identicalcontrol law implementation. Voting and failure
rejectionlogic containedin each computer satisfiesthe
I for two failuresof allrequirement surviving sequential
critical sensors. The actuationarchitecturerequired six
independentservo drive signals. To avoid the cost and
I complexityof a full six channel system, the four FCCs wereaugmented by dual analog actuator drive and monitor
computers (ADMC)which utilize independentlyvoted versions
I of the FCC output signals to drive the additionaltwochann ls. Failed FCC channels ar detected and la ched out
and then the ADMC averages the remaininggood FCC channels.
These additionalchannels are mechanizedto eliminateany
sixinterchannelfailure propagationbetween the parallel
I redundantoutput interfaces.
I! Jaguar .DFBW .
I Compuhng and Monitoring Architecture
Flight Control Computers
11 ' , '
i I
' " 'I cont,olI_._r_ll -_/
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JAGUAR DFBW-DUO-TRIPLEX ACTUATOR SCHEME I
The basic specificationsrequiringthat first stage •
actuationhave only two independenthydraulicsupplieswith
no interconnectand that the system survive a hydraulic •
failure followed by an electricalsystem failure or the |
converse,led to the selectionof duo-triplexfirst stage
actuation system design. While a quadruplexconfiguration
would have offered an attractiveone-to-oneinterfacewith I
the flight control computers,designerswere concernedwith
mechanizingsome form of fast reactionactuator monitoring
and channel isolationscheme to prevent uncontrolledsurface •
movement in the event of an electricalfollowed by a
hydraulicfailure. Each of the five control surface
actuationsystems is similar and Figure 43 illustratesthe •
operation (Ref 15). Each system containssix servovalves. n
An inter-actuatormechanicallink assures that the spools
move uniformlywhich effectivelysums the six servovalve n
outputs. Thus, failures in two channels is overriddenby I
the other four. A separate hydraulicsupply feeds each trio
of servovalvesand is also routed to the correspondingjack
of the conventionaltandem power control unit. A hydraulic
supply failure is absorbed because the three associated
servovalvesare unable to oppose the correctlyoperating
channels. •|
I
I
I
"- |
I
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JAGUAR DFBW - SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
!
The use of common software in the flight control system
presented the potential of a generic error leading to a
I safety critical loss of control. Therefore it was necessaryto provide maximum software visibility to facilitate thorough
testing and functional auditing during the design phase,
I supplemented by clear requirements definition, detaileddocum nta ion and string nt production and configur tion
contro! procedures. (Ref. 16) The key documents controlling
i the software design are the System Requirements Document(SRD) which controls the design implementation and the
Software Structure Development (SSD). The SSD defines the
running order of the modules within each program segment and
I is designed to assure strict sequential data flow.
The overall software development process is depicted in
I Figure 44. The SRDs are interpreted to produce softwaremodule design specifications which in turn are used for
module coding. A module test specification is written by an
I independent programmer to minimize error carry-over. Themodule code is tested and the results documented. Senior
programmers audit all module documentation to assure that the
design requirements are satisfied, the design rules observed
I and the test followed. When the module isprocess coding
completed, the modules are assembled and loaded into the
hardware for integration tests. All of the software
I documentation is subjected to strict configuration controlwith changes authorized only through a forma! change request
process.
' Ii'"requirements 12 ' 'I- , iDesign spec
review{ Sys,em_._ DesignL, _ I System}analysis spec | tests
[ '-I ' I {Moduletesting Modulelineage test
Program I Module _ T assembleri --e. T TI Assemble Ii _ control
modules i _ I / checks
I I [ ve'L'if°l_ tei_)n ]
Load _ | Hardware/
software ! softwareI into ' integration
hardware tests
FIGURE 44
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JAGUAR DFBW - SYSTEM INTEGRITY APPRAISAL
The basic integrity of the system was achieved by the I
i
selection of the system architecture in conjunction with
standard design practices, performance testing and assessments
of operational/safetyconsiderations. For the Jaquar DFBW i
program, these procedureswere extended to include an integrity i
appraisal or system audit as outlined in Figure 45. The main
elements (Ref. 16) were: Ii
- 100% coverage single fault FMEA
- Multiple fault FMEA for specific combinations
- Flight resident software integrityappraisal i
- Appraisal of specific functions
- Configurationinspection i
- Qualification program i
- Burn-in program
and were supplemented by secondary analyses shown below the
main elements in the figure. As part of the integrity
appraisal, various functions and features of the system were
subjectedto technicalevaluationsas requiredfrom results of []
mainstreamfailure mode and effects analysis (FMEA)and/or
engineeringfindings. While the appraisalwas conducted by a
team knowledgable in the specific design, they reported to •
senior engineers. n
System [IntegrJly i
is._ o,, nInlegrlty specific _ functionmultipleI
.,,ro,.o,,no,,_oo,j "°"_'"°'"'n ni
,, Inspeclion
I Mlcr°pr°gram' System I l M°dule' I l V°ter' i
Integrity _ architecture connector monitor
l appraisal I appraisal chassis and appraisalLRU FMEA
I Qualification __ I
testing and
inspection
BITE
coverage Tolerance
analysis analysis i
Bum-in _-
Reliability I
analysis
FIGURE 45 I
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I JAGUAR DFBW - SYSTEM QUALIFICATION PROCESS
I Once the design objectives had been specified as
subsystem or elements, such as the flight control system, it
was necessary to integrate these elements into a functional
I system exhibiting the characteristics of the basic designrequirement while assuring that no adverse intersystem
reactions were present and verifying that the common
I software used contained no generic or other design defects.These tasks were conducted using a g ound test rig, th
aircraft, and an independent software audit, inter-related
i as shown in Figure 46. (Ref. 16.)
The ground test rig was used to (i) verify the control
laws by pilot assessment, (2) integrate the hardware,
I software and ancilliary (3) validateequipment, the final
software before flight, and (4) gain overall system
confidence. In addition, it served as a pilot training aid
I and as a preflight testbed.
The aircraft ground tests included complete checkout
i and test of the installed flight control system, electro-magne ic compatibility testing, aircraft s testing,
and simulated lightning tests.
I It was considered essential that an independent
software test by a disinterested group be used to supplement
the rig and aircraft tests. The group was responsible for
I emulation of the flight control computer using a generalpurpose machine and for manual code analysis.
I Systemrequirement
I ' H.rdwre ;
Software bl_bl
design
requirement
I Design Modelfor use& test on systemrig
I Machine t Indepand_mt
software
code I check
t
' f rI Firmware I I i
I_ Test on stems rig
In computer I
L..... / AlrcreN
ground
I leits
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JAPANESE STOL I
Japan is deve!oping an experimental short take-off and
landing (STOL)transportfeaturingan upper-surfaceblowing []
(USB)propulsivelift system based on technologyapplied to |
the USAF YC-14 prototype and NASA quiet short-haulresearch
aircraft. The Japanese aircraft,simply called STOL, is
shown in Figure 47 (onlytwo of the four powerplantshave I
been installed). []
The STOL is a KawasakiC-I dual engine transport []
modified to accommodatefour shoulder-mountedengines and |
the USB system. Scheduledfor first flight in 1984, the
experimentalvehicle is being developedby a team •
comprisingKawasaki,Mitsubishiand Fuji under the |
sponsorshipof the National AerospaceLaboratory. The
experimentalSTOL features a triplexdigital augmentation
system but can fly on the mechanical system. This STOL •
is of particular interestinternationallybecause it will mm
investigatethe applicationof USB technologyon commercial
transports. Japan's interest in STOL is based on increasing
complaintsabout noise near urban areas and the fact that l
many airports have short runways due to existing congested
conditions. I
R&D Flight Program
Experimental STOL I
!
STOL(Japan)
• National Aerospace Lab |
• First flight 1984 I
• Triplex digital augmentation
• Explore USB for commercial use
• Based on YC-14 & NASA's
quiet short-haul technologies I
FIGURE 47 I
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I AM-X
i Italy (Aeritalia-Macchi) and Brazil (Embraer) are jointly
developing the AM-X fighter with first flight scheduled for
i 1984 and delivery in 1987 (see Figure 48). Initialproduction is expected to provide 185 aircraft for Italy and
80 for Brazil. The electronic flight control system
designed by Marconi provides duplex analog fly-by-wire
i control of the tailplane, spoilers, and rudder together with
mechanical elevators and ailerons. The design also
incorporates automatic pitch, roll, and yaw stabilization.
i The equipment comprises two dual redundant flight controlcomputers based on 16-bit microprocessors organized for
specially developed fail-safe software. To optimize
i hardware requirements, analog computing is used for theactuator control loops, pi t mand path, an rate damping
computations. Digital computing is used to handle gain
i schedules, electronics trim, and airbrake integrators.System performance is monitored by redundant processors in
the flight control computers.
I
Advanced Aircraft DevelopmentI
!
AM-X
i • Italy, Brazil (Aeritalia/
i Macchi, Embraer, Marconi)
• First flight 1984
I • Duplex analog FBW, digital
gain sched/monitoring
i (taiiplane, spoilers, rudder)
!
!
I FIGURE 48
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ADVANCED EUROPEAN FIGHTER DEVELOPMENT I
Plans are underway for the development of a common H
European fighter aircraft for the 1990s, called the Future
European Fighter Aircraft (FEFA). It is an outgrowth of
three separate preliminary design efforts undertaken by the n
OK, France and Germany. While some joint collaboration
exists on these design efforts, economic considerations make
it unlikely that more than one would be fully developed. •
Thus, at the time of this writing, these three countries |
joined by Italy and Spain have outlined basic operational
requirements for the FEFA which will be a STOL vehicle and n
rely heavily on advanced composites. Advanced digital
flight controls will play an important role since current
m
combat aircraft developments and research activities in
Europe concentrate on this technology. While specific
mission requirements would be compromised, such a joint
European effort would create an attractive production market
and serve as a formidable obstacle for US competitors. •
Prototypes of the FEFA vehicle are expected in the 1990-1991 |
time period to provide an operational date of 1995. Initial
plans call for 400 planes for France and Germany, 150 for
the UK and 125 each for Italy and Spain. Some other |
European activities which have led to the FEFA and which may
be modified because of the recent agreements are discussed
below, i
Led by British Aerospace, a seven member industrial
consortium has an agreement with the British Ministry of •
Defense for government funding up to and including first m
flight for the development of an Agile Combat Aircraft (ACA)
technology demonstrator called an Experimental Aircraft •
Program (EAP). (See Figure 49) Both West German and H
Italian aerospace companies have contributed some funding
and while not committed, the West German and possibly the
Italian governments may fund a second demonstrator aircraft, n
The ACA flight control system design by Marconi Avionics i
would be quadruplex digital fly-by-wire (DFBW) with no
mechanical backup and no dissimilar redundancy. (Marconi
considers that while not required for military application,
dissimilar redundancy is necessary in commercial aircraft
for certification purposes.) n
France has a comparable program since Dassault-Berguet
has begun manufacture of one technology demonstrator n
aircraft - Avion de Combat Experimental (ACX) as shown in •
the figure. It will be a DFBW design with no mechanical u
backup and include electrical and fiber optics data busing,
voice control system, holographic displays, and provision n
for anti-turbulence ride contro! in the automatic computer- |
controlled flight control system.
I
s4 |
The Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) has need for a
fast reaction fighter and their special requirements are
prompting them to consider an entirely new fighter airframe
called the JF-90 which would employ existing avionics
technologies to minimize costs. Two German companies,
Messerschmett-Boelkow-Blohm (MBB) and Dornier, are pursuing
test programs to satisfy the German Air Force needs but
neither is committing to a flying demonstrator. MBB is
using a modified Saab Viggen as a test-bed to investigate
various performance envelopes and is testing vectoring
nozzles, canards, and other advanced control features. MBB
has considerable experimental background in fire and flight
control systems resulting from their F-104 CCV test-bed.
Dornier in conjunction with Northrop has an ND-102
design and is using a modified Alpha jet to test a new
transonic wing and to experiment with direct side force
controls and maneuvering flaps/slats.
Advanced Aircraft Development
ACA • United Kingdom/Germany
• Advanced technology
demonstrator
i - Includes stealth technology
• Quad DFBW, no mechanical
reversion, no dissimilar
I redundancy
• Gust alleviation
• First 1986flight
ACX
• France/(Germany?)
• Technology demonstrator
I • DFBW, no mechanicalreversion, fiber optic data bus
• Ride control, voice command,
holographic HUD
• First flight 1986
I
FIGURE 49
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OTHER FOREIGN SYSTEMS
!
Two other major foreign programs were identified in
the survey that are either under development or planned, but
very little information has been assembled at this time. i
Agusta of Italy and Westland of the UK have teamed to
form EH Industries Ltd., (EHI) to develop a new helicopter, •
the EH-101, to replace the Sikorsky SH-3D Sea King that is
used by both navies. They also hope to market utility and
civil versions. Smiths Industries of the OK is developing •
what they refer to as a DFBW but it is not clear whether i
there is a mechanical primary or reversion system. The first
of nine pre-production aircraft is to be ready for flight in
1986. i
The OK Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) has initiated
a major new thrust: VSTOL advanced aircraft control •
technology (VAAC) program. It appears to be focused on
integrated fire, flight, and thrust vector control for
single pilot operation including weapon delivery. Smiths •
Industries is working on a flight control system for the i
RAE. Flight tests may be conducted on a Harrier aircraft
but it is not known whether the flight test would include an
advanced DFBW or not.d i
I
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l TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
I Reporting on trends in technology for flight control
systems is at best valid for only a brief period of time.
Such reports are also biased by the backgrounds of the
I authors. This section of the report represents the authors'
view of major trends in the technology in the United States
and Europe. The reader is reminded again that this is not
l intendedto be an in-depth treatmentof the technologyelements,but r thera s udy of major trends in systems
level technology. Some observationsare made in this
l section about the major technologyelements. However,veral importantf cets are not tr ated, such as optical
transducers,design and verificationtools,techniquesfor
estimatingsystems reliability,and softwareengineering
l issues.
UNITED STATES
I Microelectronicshave been and continue to be the key
driver of technologyadvances in flight controls. The
l introductionof digital computersand built-in testcapabili yi automa icfligh controland stabili y
augmentationsystems has increasedmean-time between
failures and reducedmaintenancecosts. The overall systems
l costs have generallynot dropped due to the high COSt ofdevelopingand maintainingthe softwareand the fact that
the systemshave tended to become more sophisticatedbecause
l of the increasedcapabilityprovided by the digitalcomputers.
l Digital computersare now being used in primary flightcontrol systems of oper tionalaircraft but with some type
of back-up system, e.g., F-18 with analog and mechanical
l back-ups,Boeing 767/757with analog for flight crucialfunctionsand mechanicalsystem. The Space Shuttle is
the only operationalmanned aerospacevehicle at present
with a pure digital fly-by-wire(DFBW)system and it uses a
I dissimilardigital back-up system. It that theappearsfirst U.S. military aircraftwith a pure DFBW will be the
F-16 C/D upgrade. The systemwill basicallyreplace the
I analog computersin the existingFBW systemwith digitalcomputers. The U.S. military appears to be ready to accept
digital fly-by-wireand fly-by-light (DFBW/L)in their next
i generationtacticalaircraft,e.g., Navy's JVX, Army's LHX,and the Air Force's ATF. It is not clear if or when the
U.S. transportindustrywill committo pure DFBW/L. A
general consensusis that it will come but not until after
I the year 2000.
!
I
I
The major elements of flight critical controls are
listed in Figure 50 in such a manner to illustrate am
technologytrends. The upper portion represents I
architecturalelements related to the flight control
computers: processing,computer redundancyand software
fault protection. The lower portion representsthe I
remainingmajor elements: sensors, data distributionand
actuators. The inner circle indicatesthe type of
technologythat is currentlybeing applied or consideredfor •
new operationalaircraft,and the outer portion presents key
technologieswhich are under developmentor just emerging
for applicationsin each area. I|Actuators - Several electro-hydraulicservo actuator
concepts are currentlybeing used for fly-by-wire mm
redundancy,e.g., active-standbyon the F-16, position •
summing dual actuator for stabilityaugmentationsystems and m
force summing (paralle!or tandem)with self-monitoringon
the F-18 ailerons. Conceptsunder developmentand/or just •
emerging into applicationsinclude a four valve velocity
summing servo actuator being flight tested by Bell
Helicopterfor a joint Army/NavyR&D project, direct drive •
servo valves which Moog is using on the Israeli Lavi and the |
Swedish JAS-39 and electro-mechanicalactuators being
developed under DOD and NASA programs. I
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I Data Distribution - Multiplex (MPX) data buses are used
extensively in avionics systems in the most recent
operational aircraft, e.g., F/A-18 uses MIL-STD-1553
I (Reference2) and B767/757 uses ARINC 429 (Reference17).Currently,the buses are twistedwire pairs. They are used
in coupling sensor data to flight control systems primarily
I or outer loop functions. Flight criticalfunctionsarestill dedicatedwires and not multiplex data buses, e.g.,
the yaw damper on the B-767/757. All of the command
i augmentationsystem functionson the F/A-18 are dedicatedwires. Mission avionicsare on the data bus and interface
with the flight control computers.
I An importantemergingtechnologyis the dataopticalbus. A primary motivationfor that on flight critical
controls is the protectionfiber optics provide from EMI and
I MP. Severa! laboratoryand flight test programs have beenconductedon optical data bus technology,the most
significantof which is the Army's ADOCS Program outlined
I arlier in the report. This type of technologyis expectedto be incorporatedinto t e Navy JVX and the Army LHX
vehicles. MIL-STD-1773has been proposed as the military
i standardfor fiber optic multiplex data buses.
Various new approachesto providingincrease fault
toleranceon data buses are being studied (e.g.,References
I 18-21). A good review of alternatearchitecturesispresented in Reference22. One particularlyinteresting
concept is the "nodalnetwork,"describedin Reference22,
I which would provide many potentialpaths between criticalfun tionsand henc increase fault tolerance.
i Sensors - Individualsensor instrumentsfor flightcontrol functionsseem we l developed,although new ideas
continueto emerge, such as the ring laser gyro and the
fiber optics rotationsensor. The current practice is to
I se a fully redundantset of orthogonalsensors for fly-by-
wire systems. Two new concepts are under developmentthat
have the potentialof meeting the total system reliability
I equirementswith fewer sensors. One is analyticalredundancy (Reference23), which synthesizesmissing
aircraftmotion parametersfrom alternateflight
I easurementsand the vehicle dynamics relationships. Theother is to kew certain sensors to measure componentsof
motion in more than one axis, then synthesizethe desired
orthogonalset of motion parameters (e.g.,MIRA in
I eferences24-26 and ASSET in References27 and 28. Failure
of one instrumentcan not jeopardizethe augmentationin any
one axis.!
I
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Processing- The aspect of processingin flight control i
addressedhere is the issue of centralizedversus
distributedprocessing. The current practice is to use •
redundantcontrol computersfor all the primary flight R
control system functionsand often the augmentation
functions as well (e.g.,F/A-18 Reference 2). Functional
distributionof the processingis beginning to appear on H
operationalaircraft, e.g., separationof critical and non-
critical functionsas in the yaw damper of the B-767/757
(Reference17). Another form of distributedprocessing i
would be module distribution,where certain computational
tasks are off-loadedfrom the central computer,e.g., pre-
processingand redundancymanagementof a sensor system or i
smart actuators that defect failures and reconfigure. |
SoftwareFault Protection- It is virtually impossible i
to assure that the software used in a DFBW system is 100% •
fault free because of the enormous number of states that can l
exist. "Softwarefaults" can arise from such items as bad
specification,erroneouscode and poor programming i
discipline. To protect against software faults causing
potential catastrophicsystem failures,the current practice
in operationalsystems is to develop high integrity software •
through good design techniquesand extensiveverification
and validation (V&V)and to provide a dissimilarbackup
system (e.g.,F/A-18 Reference2). Several approachesare i
being researchedto improve softwarefault protectionfrom B
new mathematicaltechniques,such as proofs of correctness,
to automatingthe V&V tests and fault tolerant software
concepts. !
Computer Redundancy- The current approach to
redundancyis to use N multiple identicalchannels and •
compare the outputs to detect failed channels. If a two
"fail-op"capabilityis needed, then N must be 4
in such an approach. The AFTI-16 is flight testing an •
approach to achieve (Fail-op)2 with three channels by a form l
of self test to operate down to a single channel (Reference
ii). Such approacheshave the potentialof achievingtotal
system flight safety reliabilityof up to 10-7 failures for B
flight hour which generallymeets the military requirements.
The commercialtransportcommunity is strivingfor a failure
probabilityof less than 10-9 for a i0 hour flight. Several •
new architecturalconceptsfor improvedfault tolerance are
under development. Three new conceptsare discussed in the
next section, i
!
i
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i Figure 51 presents simple representationsof threedifferent architecturalapproachesto achieve increased
fault tolerance. The Software ImplementedFault Tolerance
(SIFT)and Fault TolerantMulti-Processor(FTMP)are
i experimentalcomputersdevelopedfor NASA ResearchLangleyCenter by SRI (Reference29) and Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory (Reference30h, respectively. The "Multi-Micro"
i flight control system (MzFCS)is a Honeywellconceptdeveloped under contract from AFWAL (R feren e31 & 32).
i As implied by the name, the SIFT concept dependslargely on softwareprograms,rather than hardware to
achieve fault tolerance. Redundancyis accomplishedby
replicatingcomputationsaccordingto their criticality.
i performedon separate equipmentswhoseComputations
are
faults are independentlyconstrainedto provide fault
isolation. Fault masking and detection is accomplishedby
i periodicallycombiningcritical results,and using majorityvoting to mask faults and comparisonto detectand
diagnose faults. Hardwaredetected to be faulty is
i reconfiguredout of the system and its workloadtransferred.
II FAULT TOLERANT ARCHITECTURES
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The FTMP concept is a multiprocessorcomputer that uses i
hardware replicationfor redundancy. For this system, high
reliabilityis achieved by forming processorsand memories iinto
computer and memory triads connectedby a triad of ibuses. Typically,a number of triads perform as a multi-
processor. Each member of a single triad executes
identicalprograms in synchronizationwith the other members, i
The triad can mask failures and detect the faulty module.
If spares are available,faulty units are replaced. If no
spare is available,the triad in the operatingset is lost, •
but two spares are created from the two "good"modules. The m
multi-processoris designed so that sufficientcapacity
exists to conduct critical tasks with the remainingtriads. •
The M2FCS is an ultra-reliablereal-timecontrol system
based on two conceptualbuilding blocks - the self checking
pair (SCP)and the informationtransfer system (ITS). The i
SCP is comprisedof two identicalhalves for redundancyand i
each half contains two processors- one for control and data
processing;and the other, a bus interfaceunit, for i
communicationswith the rest of the system. The halves
perform identicalfunctionsand are disconnectedfrom the
system if the outputs are not identical. The ITS is the •
heart of the fault tolerant system and allows the consistent n
exchange of data. It is tolerant of its own internal faults
and protectedagainst external hazards.
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INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT- UNITED STATES!
An integratedsystems approach of multiple aeronautical
I disciplinesincludingflight controls is increasinglyimportantto achievingimprovementin aircraft performance
and operationalcapability. Figure 52,depictsthe
I disciplinesand systems areas that are being consideredonan integratedapproachand indic esthose areas n which
there are major flight programs or R&D thrusts in the United
i States.
ConsiderableR&D on active controls technologyhas been
conductedin the U.S. includingseveral flight programs.
I Synergisticintegrationof aerodynamicsand controls in-
cludes relaxed static stabilityto improve cruise per-
formance (B-52CCV and L-1011 test airplane)or maneuvering
I performance (F-16);maneuver load control to reducemaneuveringstructuralloads (B-52CCV)or to increasewing
aspect ratio without adding structura!weight (L-1011/500);
i and, envelopelimiting (F-16).The HiMAT remotelypilotedresearchvehic e (RPRV)includedaeroelastictailoringof
the wing using compositematerials.
i ................................................Integration TechnologyAssessmentUnited States
!
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i
Structuresand control integrationflight programs
include structuralmode control (B-52 CCV for fatigue i
reductionand B-I for ride control);and the DAST-I RPRV •
(DAST stands for Drones for Aerodynamicand Structural i
Testing). Active flutter control involvesthe integration
of aerodynamics,structures,and controls. NASA has i
conducted dynamicwind tunnel tests with several models
includingflutter of external stores; B-52 CCV flight tests;
and, DAST-II supercriticalwing active flutter control. The •
X-29 Forward Swept Wing (FSW)technologydemonstratorbeing m
developed for DARPA by Grumman Aerospacehas a very
demanding control interactionwith aeroelasticeffects in i
wing structuraldivergence,flutter and structural idynamics/controlcoupling.
The integrationof flight and propulsionsystems control i
is relativelynew except for conventionalautopilot functions, I
such as Mach holds, and power approach compensators. The R&D
thrusts (e.g.,NASA Highly IntegratedDigital Engine i
Controls, HIDEC, program) now considermore of the inner loop
integrationto optimize the propulsionsystems performance
(adaptivestall margin), and optimize flight path management. •
Propulsionand flight controls integrationis of particular m
importancein the type of VSTOL and STOL fighter
configurationsof current interest to the Air Force. The
STOL/ManeuverDemonstrator
new initiativeat AFWAL has a major i
objectiveto demonstratethe potentialof integratedflight
and propulsioncontrol includingthrust vectoring.
The other major system to be integratedwith flight
controls is the weapons systems. Significantimprovementsin
weapons delivery has been demonstratedon the AFWAL F-15 •
IntegratedFlight and Fire Control (IFFC)flight demonstration i
program. The IFFC system couples the fire control director to
the flight control system to quickly null out trackingerrors i
and reduce pilot workload. The joint AF/Navy/NASAAFTI-16 •
program is also investigatingthe integrationof flight and
i
fire control but also couples in aerodynamicswith the use of
direct lift and side force control. That part of the program H
is called AutomatedManeuveringAttack System (AMAS) (Ref.33).
The Air Force Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF)program has •
directed the seven airframe companiesconductingdefinition
studies to consider the various integratedsystem concepts
discussed above, i
i
I
05 I
!
I The subject "systemsintegration"is currentlyvery
popular. Two recent AGARD Guidance and Control Panel Symposia
D focused totally on the subject: "Guidanceand ControlTe hnologyfor Highly Integra edSystems" in Athe s, Greece,
October 1981 (Ref.34); and, "Integrationof Fire Control,
Flight Control, and PropulsionControl Systems" in Toulouse,
H France, May 1983 (Ref.35). Systems integrationis beginning
to be considereda disciplinein and of itself. The Air Force
and NASA are sponsoringseveral studies to develop the
B technologybase, e.g., references36 and 37. ConsiderableR&Deffort, includingflight r s arch,is expected ver the next
several years to develop and validate the design tools and
i benefits.
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UNITED KINGDOM
Royal Aircraft Establishmentfocuses their nThe
activitieson aircraftas total systems, specific areas
include system architecture,software technology,
environmentalhazards and compatibilityissues, intersystem i
communicationsusing fiber optics, and the management of
complex systems. A major thrust at Bedford is the VSTOL
Advanced Aircraft Controls (VAAC)program using a Harrier i
aircraft for guidance and control systems researchincluding
the integrationof flight/propulsion/thrustvectoring and
fire control, i
Smiths Industriesmaintainsa strong role in flight
management systems (FMS)and displaysand has an ms
aggressiveprogram for developinghelicopteravionics, iSmiths has deliveredover 2500 HUD systems for various
aircraft includingthe AV-8A&B, JA-37 and Jaguar; is
developingthe autothrottlefor the 727 and 737-300; and offers i
a FMS for the A310 and has been selected by Boeing for the
FMS on the E6A. They are engaged in R&D to develop an
advanced fault-tolerantmicroprocessorFMS for the ACA •
aircraft. |
Marconi Avionics is a leader in avionics and
at least in the UK if not throughoutEurope. Theyc°ntr°ls' "i
developedthe world's first "no back-up"DFBW flight control mm
system for the Jaguar demonstrationprogram and have
developedflight control systems for the Concorde,Tornado, B
Harrier, Lynx, and YC-14, as well as the DFBW flap/slatsfor
the A-310 and the 747 autothrottle. Near term activities
include the developmentof the analog FBW systemfor the •
Italian AM-X and the DFBW system for the ACA. Their concept m
for DFBW systems is quadruplexbecause of the problems in
proving two-fail operatewith triplex architectures,but, in i
fact, are experimentingwith the latter. With past i
experienceon inter-computerlinks on the Jaguar and YC-14
programs,Marconi maintains a strong backgroundin fiber
optics for flight control systems. They have developeda n
fly-by-lightsystemfor the Airship Industries600 Airship
and are investigatingsimilar schemes for the ACA Program.
FRANCE N
The primary R&D thrusts currentlybeing undertakenat •
the French government'saerospaceresearch organization i
ONERA-CERT (CentreD'Etudes et de RecherchesToulouse) are
flexible aircraft control, higher harmonic control for
helicoptersand robotics. The automaticcontrols group is n
organizedas a consolidatedR&D group for controls efforts
with only about 30% of the tasks being directed on
aeronauticsand the remainingdevoted to space, ocean and •
industrialrelatedwork. This arrangementpromotes the
transfer and applicationof experienceand knowledgeacross
several fields. CERT has a strong interest in flexible
aircraft control and is involvedwith Aerospatialeon an
experimentalprogram using an Airbus vehicle to obtain
accurateflexible aircraftmodels. They are also working in
the area of higher harmonic controlfor helicopters
involvingAerospatiale. CERT has developeda six degree of
freedom force sensor,which is being used for basic research
in roboticsand have two industrialrobots for developinga
learning algorithmfor insertionand handling applications.
The software involved is based on artificialintelligence
algorithms. CERT maintains collaborativeactivitieswith
NASA, both in 4-D guidanceat LaRC and human factors at ARC.
In U.S. terms, CNRS-LAAS (LaboratoireD'Automatiqueet
D'Analysisdes Systems) can be describedas National Science
Foundationresearcherswith their own laboratory. They are
an automatic control and systems analysislaboratoryunder
the National Center for ScientificResearch (CNRS)with
about 320 people and a budget about evenly split between CNRS
contributionsand industry contracts. About 200 research
personnelcomprise researchdivisionswhich are divided into
micro-electronics,automatics,data processing,robotics,
biotechnology,environmentand sensors. LAAS is involvedin
basic researchin fault-tolerantsystems with emphasison
the design and validationof dependablecomputingsystems;
software specificationsand validationtools;and
intersystemcommunications. Rather than applications,they
focus on very basic issues, such as communicationprotocols,
hypothesis/symbolictesting, system modeling and the
developmentof tools and techniques.
Airbus Industriesin France is aggressivelypursuing
advancedflight controls technologyfor their transport
aircraft and have a concertedexperimentalflight program to
support DFBW on the A-320 and their future TA-9, TA-II and
TA-12 family, now in the preliminarydesign stage. For the
flight test program, the A-310 was flown to 42 percent
mean aerodynamicchord (MAC)which put the airplane at
the neutral stabilitypoint. They feel that 45% MAC is
attainablewith that airplane. They have conductedlanding
tests using only the rudder and stabilizertrim and tests
are progressingto study the engineeringand certification
issues associatedwith the applicationof DFBW systemsand
side arm controllerson civil aircraft. Airbus maintainsa
strong program in cockpit displays.
Aerospatialemaintainsa high degree of capability
demonstratedby their laboratoriesand simulation
facilities. They have the systems development
68
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responsibilityfor Airbus. Their DFBW design concepts for
the A-320 manifests an understandingof the issues involved •
as exhibitedby the advanced architectureand verification i
methods applied.
WEST GERMANY i
DFVLR (DeutscheForschungs-undVersuchsanstaltfur
Luft-und Raumfahrt)maintains an excellentR&T base activity i
for flight researchapplications,includingresearch in
reconfigurablecontrolsfor transportaircraft,sensor
analyticalredundancy,and digital actuators. Two BO-105 •
helicoptersare currentlybeing used in R&D activities- one i
devoted to DFBW experimentation,includingside stick
control,and the other involved in cockpit-crewinterface i
systems researchwith emphasison night operations. A major i
new thrust is ATTAS, which is a highly integratedflight
research program involvingair traffic control/flight
management systems; crew interfaceand automation;and, DFBW i
technologyincludingredundancymanagementand fault
tolerance. A ground system is includedto provide a
facility for simulatingthe total ground/airborne •
environment. A VFW 614 will serve as a test bed aircraft I
modified initiallywith a single string digital channel
using a Rolm computer. ..
I
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I INTEGRATIONTECHNOLOGYASSESSMENT- FOREIGN
The importanceof an integratedsystems approach
I includingthe flight controls and pilot interfaceis fully
appreciatedin Europe. Figure 53 depicts the disciplines
and systems areas that are consideredin an integrated
I approach and indicatesthose areas in which there are majorflight programs or R&D thrust addressingintegratedsystems
technologyin Europe. Most of the flight programsto date
i have addressedactive controlsor control configuredvehicle(CCV)concepts. Relaxed static stability (RSS)flights hav
already be conductedon the German F-104 CCV, FrenchA-300
test bed and the Mirage-4000,and UK JAGUAR DFBW. The
I Japanese CCV will conduct RSS
Israeli Lavi and the T-2
flights in the near future. The German DFVLR has conducted
active control of structuralmodes in a dynamic wind tunnel.
I R&D programs leading to flight tests on integratedfire andflight control are underwayfor the Harrier and Tornado.
I A major focus of the ACA/ACX is the integrationoffire, flight, and active controls and fligh s will be
conductedin the 1986/1987time period. The UK VAAC program
I appears to be totally focused on the integrationof fire,flight, and thrustvect r conrolwith particularemphasison
single pilot weapon delivery issues. The quality of the
technologyprograms is excellentbut somewhat narrower than
I in the US. A solid technologybase is being established.
I Tornado, ACAHarrier,
Weapons
i Propulsion
F104 CCV
I A300 Tests
Jaguar DFBW
i Mirage 4000
Pilot/
I VAAC Flight Controls
I Lavi:T2 CCV
L.R
I !__:_-_i:::_=_+_+_tFlight Structures Dynamic Wind Tunnel
_\\\\\\\\\\_R&D
I ..............
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OBSERVATIONSAND SUMMARY
I,
The survey of flight crucial flight controlstechnology
indicatesthat the era of digital-fly-by-wire(DFBW)
I applicationshas begun both in the U.S. and Europe. The
newestmilitary aircraft,being developedfor the mid to late
1980s first flight,will have DFBW or possibly digital-fly-
I by-light (DFBL),most of which will retain some form ofelectricalback-up system. The flight safety.reliability
goal for these systems is generallyabout i0-" failuresper
i flight hour. Most of these military aircraftwillincorporatefligh crucial active controls functions,e.g.,
relaxed or negative static stability. The French seem to be
the closest to committingto DFBW and relaxedstatic
l stabilityfor a commercialtransport.
The technologywith potential to achieve 10-9 failures
I per a i0 hour flight reliabilityperformancein a pure DFBWwith no back-up system is still in the advancedR&D stage.
The techniquesand tools to design,verify, validate,and
I assure reliabilityfor such systems is still beingdeveloped.
Highly integratedsystems technologyseems to be the
I most importantcurrentR&D thrustwith flight crucial flight
controlsbeing at the core of such systems. Increased
emphasishas been placed on improvingreliability,
l maintainability,and survivabilityto assure highavailabilityand dispatch reliabilityrather than just
increasedperformance.
I The survey clearly indicatesthat the Europeansare
competitivewith the U.S. Funding constraintstend to limit
l the breadth of work but in the areas pursued they are highlycompetentand at the leading edge of technology. The U.S.
still appears to lead the technologyin flight research and
developmentprogramsbut the gap is closing. There is a
I formidablesystems technologybase in Europe from which theU.S. can learn. It is clear that Europe is relying heavily
on U.S. microelectronicstechnology. There is definitelya
l trend towardsmultinationalventures in advanced technologyand developmentprograms.
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